A Spatial Coherence Beamformer Design for Power Doppler Imaging.
Acoustic clutter is a primary source of image degradation in ultrasound imaging. In the context of flow imaging, tissue and acoustic clutter signals are often much larger in magnitude than the blood signal, which limits the sensitivity of conventional power Doppler in SNR-limited environments. This has motivated the development of coherence-based beamformers, including Coherent Flow Power Doppler (CFPD), which have demonstrated efficacy in mitigating sources of diffuse clutter. However, CFPD uses a measure of normalized coherence, which incurs a non-linear relationship between image intensity and the magnitude of the blood echo. As a result, CFPD is not a robust approach to study gradation of blood signal energy, which depicts the fractional moving blood volume. We propose the application of mutual intensity, rather than normalized coherence, to retain the clutter suppression capability inherent in coherence beamforming, while preserving the underlying signal energy. Feasibility of this approach was shown via Field II simulations, phantoms, and in vivo human liver data. In addition, we derive an adaptive statistical threshold for the suppression of residual noise signals. Overall, this beamformer design shows promise as an alternative technique to depict flow volume gradation in cluttered imaging environments.